Abstract-3D video systems transmit depth maps in order to render synthesized views (SVs) at a receiver. To anticipate this purpose when processing a depth map, a sender-side depth processing algorithm (DPA), e.g. a depth encoder, can also render the SVs, compute their SV distortion (SVD), and adapt to it. This requires a low-complexity algorithm as computational resources are usually limited. We propose such an algorithm in this paper. First, we discuss a measure that relates a depth change to an SVD change using rendering. Then, we present an optimized process combining basic rendering steps, as warping, occlusion handling, interpolation, hole filling, and blending. Furthermore, we analyze which parts of an SV are affected by a depth change and modify the process to re-render only them. The resulting algorithm is significantly less complex than an unoptimized rendering-based variant and quantifies the SVD more accurately than existing estimation methods. The algorithm is used by the 3D-High Efficiency Video Coding reference software encoder as the main method for distortion computation and can also be used by other DPAs.
I. INTRODUCTION

3
D video can be presented on glasses-free autostereoscopic displays emitting a large number of views. As conventionally only a small number can be recorded and transmitted, synthesis of additional views should be supported by a 3D video format. Complying formats often consist of textures depicting the 3D scene from different perspectives and a depth map per texture [1] . The texture samples can be warped using disparities derived from the depth maps [commonly called depth image-based rendering (DIBR)] to create synthesized views (SVs) for an autostereoscopic display [2] .
DIBR can be part of the receiver of a 3D video system (Fig. 1) . Then, the system not only transmits texture, but also generates and transmits depth maps by additional sender-side depth processing steps. The first step, which is required when depth maps are not directly recorded, is depth estimation, which uses stereo matching [3] to provide a depth map. The depth map can then be filtered [4] or manually modified in an enhancement step. After enhancement, the depth map is lossy encoded and transmitted. Transmitted depth maps are decoded at the receiver and used to generate SVs by DIBR.
Minimizing the SV distortion (SVD) is an obvious target for a 3D video system, and thus also in compression performed by the depth encoder. Conventional encoders, however, optimize based on the depth distortion and are not aware of the SVD. To overcome this, we proposed to already render at the encoder [5] , [6] . This way, an encoder can compute the exact SVD. With such a modification, we reduced the depth bit rate to about 50% at constant SVD.
However, rendering at the encoder requires additional computational operations. Since computational resources are usually limited, a low-complexity algorithm especially tailored for SVD calculation is required. We present such an algorithm in this paper. Several questions concerning its optimized implementation, complexity, rendering performance, and application are addressed. Answers provide an insight how and at what costs rendering for SVD computation can be applied in a 3D video system. This might not only be in encoding, but also in other depth processing algorithms (DPAs) as depth estimation or enhancement.
A. Problem Statement and Paper Outline
The motivation for this paper is that a DPA improves when it considers the SVD. We define this use case with the notations in Table I 1 as follows. A DPA (e.g., an encoder) processes a depth map s D,l of an input view (IV), which is used in DIBR to render a texture s T ,l of an SV. The DPA changes the values of a region B (e.g., a coding block) in s D,l to candidate values (e.g., provided by a particular coding mode), which are in the following called depth candidates B . In general, this creates a changed version of s T ,l denoted ass T ,l . In order to reject or adopt the depth candidates B in B (e.g., to decide whether to use the coding mode), it is now of interest for the DPA to quantify the distortion ins T ,l introduced bys B .
The basic idea addressed in this paper is to quantify this distortion by partial re-rendering and direct computation. This means by: 1) re-rendering the regionB in that the SV textures s T ,l ands T ,l differ and 2) computing the change of the SVD inB that occurs when s T ,l changes tos T ,l . In doing so, the SVD in s T ,l ands T ,l is calculated as sum of squared differences (SSDs) compared with a reference texture s Re f , which can be a recorded texture or SV texture rendered from initial IV depth. Design, implementation, and application of such an approach raise several questions, which we address.
An initial question is how the SVD computation method described before is motivated. To answer this, we flesh out our findings from [5] in Section II and present a renderingbased distortion measure called SVD change (SVDC), which we embed in a framework called renderer model (RM).
To calculate the SVDC, the RM performs re-rendering, which increases computational complexity. Since resources are usually limited, a major question is how this can be done with low complexity. To achieve this, we combine different rendering approaches and implement them in an optimized way (Section III). Result is an integrated low complexity rendering algorithm that is used by the RM in SVDC calculation.
For SVDC calculation, the RM only needs to re-render the regionB that changes in the SV when the DPA changes the region B in the depth map s D,l to the candidates B . This raises the questions, how to derive boundaries ofB and how to extent the rendering algorithm to start and stop at these boundaries. Answers are provided in Section IV and enable the RM to perform partial re-rendering and SVDC calculation.
The RM implementation targets low complexity, a sufficient SV quality, and should also perform well when the receiver uses a view synthesis algorithm different from the RM. An evaluation in Section V discusses whether this has been reached by comparing the RM with other approaches. Finally, Section VI discusses evaluation results in the light of constraints imposed by the different application scenarios and addresses how DPAs can be improved by partial re-rendering for SVDC calculation.
B. Relationship to Other Works
In recent years, several methods have been proposed for SVD estimation, which model the relationship between depth distortion and SVD linearly [7] or with polynomials [8] , estimate the SVD due to warping with incorrect disparities [9] - [11] , or model sample interpolation [12] , [13] and occlusions [12] . In summary, all methods use simplified models. Our method-the RM-is fundamentally different: it renders with an actual view synthesis algorithm and computes an exact SVDC. This way, it can consider all techniques usually used for view synthesis, as warping, occlusion handling, hole filling, fractional sample interpolation, and view combination.
For rendering, there is a great variety of methods to increase quality as by depth filtering [14] , boundary noise removal [15] , or advanced hole filling [16] ; and to reduce complexity as for hardware implementations [17] , by switching between IVs [18] , or by input driven real-time implementations [19] . Furthermore, the VSRS 3.5 software comprises a rich set of different methods [20] . Those prior art methods render whole SVs. In contrast, the RM is specialized to only re-render parts of the SV to determine the SVDC. We show how this can be done with low complexity by introducing a rendering algorithm in Section III and extending it for partial re-rendering in Section IV.
Our contribution in Section III is that we select and modify basic rendering techniques and combine them to an algorithm that can be extended by partial re-rendering. More specifically, we combine: 1) techniques commonly used (in [18] and [20] ), such as warping, hole detection, hole, and margin filling; 2) occlusion detection from [19] , which we extend for the detection of foreground (FG) edges; 3) correct rendering of FG edges [21] having an effect similar to boundary aware splatting [20] ; 4) view blending similar to [20] , but modified to operate after hole filling; and 5) a texture mapping approach, inspired by backward warping in [20] , but embedded by us in an intervalwise processing scheme. In summary, Section III provides a comprehensive overview on how these techniques can be implemented in an optimized way that allows to understand the required complexity down to single operations. Then, in Section IV, we present our main contribution. We propose how the rendering algorithm can find IV positions that ensure that the whole changed regionB is re-rendered and how it can be extended to start and stop at these positions.
Known as view synthesize optimization, our method is part of the 3D-High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) reference software encoder [22] , [23] , since we proposed it as starting point for the development of 3D-HEVC [24] . It is, according to JCT-3V's test conditions [25] , the main method for distortion derivation in rate-distortion-based mode selection in depth coding (for details, see [23] and Section VI). The first encoder version including all optimizations we describe in this paper is HTM-16.1 [22] . We developed the RM in parallel with the VSRS 1D-Fast software [24] (the main renderer in 3D-HEVC development [23] ). In contrast to the RM, 1D-Fast does not support re-rendering, but boundary noise removal. Although we proposed the SVDC and the RM before for encoding [5] , [6] , [24] , our previous papers and standardization contributions provide only a high-level description of the underlying algorithm; in particular, they do not present the ideas behind and analysis of partial re-rendering-the main contributions of this paper.
II. RENDERING-BASED DISTORTION MEASURE
This section addresses an initial question-how to measure the exact SVD introduced by a depth candidate using rendering. To answer this, we first analyze the relationship between the IV depth and SV texture, which is given by the DIBR process. DIBR shifts the samples of the IV texture s T ,l by disparities s ,l derived from the IV depth map s D,l . More specifically, in a parallel coplanar camera setup, a sample at an IV position x is shifted to the SV position
With a depth representation format similar to the one in [26], the disparity s ,l can be derived as follows:
Parameters c 0 , c 1 , and c 2 are given by the camera setup. s Z ,l represents the physical depth, thus the distance to the camera plane. s D,l , in contrast, represents rather scaled disparity values although commonly called depth map.
The relationship defined by (1) is visualized in an x -s ,l -space in Fig. 2 . Therefore, samples of the IV texture s T ,l are marked with solid dots. The horizontal position of a dot, however, does not correspond to the sample's IV position x, but to its SV position x . The vertical position corresponds to its disparity s ,l (x) used for shifting. Equation (1) shows that when s ,l (x) of a sample from an IV position x changes, its position in the x -s ,l -space can only move diagonally. Furthermore, (3) shows that s ,l increases with decreasing s Z ,l . This means, when two points share the same SV position x , the upper point in the x -s ,l -space is closer to the camera plane and the lower point is occluded. To understand which samples are in the FG and visible in the SV, the x -s ,l -space is thus a valuable tool.
We use this tool in Fig. 2 and show what happens when the initial IV depth (associated with the solid dots) gets distorted: the samples move diagonally in the x -s ,l -space from their initial positions (solid dots) to distorted positions (dashed dots). This distorts the SV texture. To define an SVD-based measure, the question is now how to map the SVD to distorted IV depth regions. For simplification, we analyze this with respect to two IV regions B a and B b (shown in Fig. 2 ), which are related to two SV regionsB a andB b .B a is the SV region affected by the depth distortion in B a ; it is thus spanned by the left-and rightmost of initial and distorted SV positions related to B a . Accordingly,B b is the SV region that is affected by the distortion in B b . Obviously, the SVD in nonoverlapping parts ofB a andB b can solely be related to B a and B b . In the overlapping partB v , however, the SVD is caused by the distortions in B a and B b (e.g., the sample from B b erroneously shifted to x = 2.75 is only visible as B a is distorted). This shows that distorted SV regions cannot be mapped bijectively to IV regions, which is a first problem for determining the SVD related to a particular IV region, as it is unclear how to divide up the SVD in SV regions that map to more than one IV region. A second problem arises in practice: when a DPA processes B a first, the distortion in B b , and thus the SVD in the affected regionB b and in the overlap B v are not known.
To resolve both problems, we proposed the SVDC [5] , which is conceptually agnostic about where the SVD related to a distorted IV region B is located in the SV. The SVDC is the change of the total SVD of a whole SV texture that occurs when the depth in an IV region B changes from initial to distorted depth, while other IV depth regions contain distorted depth, if already known, and initial depth otherwise. In doing so, both problems raised earlier are addressed. The second problem is solved by using initial depth when the distorted depth is not yet known. In step 1, the SVD Dv inB v is calculated based on the assumption that B b contains initial depth. The first problem is then solved in 
A. Renderer Model
So far, we described the SVDC only conceptually. The question is now how to efficiently derive the SVDC of an SV texture s T ,l that occurs when a DPA changes the related IV depth map s D,l in an IV region B to a depth candidates B . As B is, in general, only a small region in s D,l , only a related small regionB in s T ,l changes. Therefore, it suffices to rerenderB and to calculate the SVDC within it. To do this, we embedded SVDC computation in a framework, which is called RM [5] and shown in Fig. 3 . The RM has a state comprising the current IV depth s D,l , the current SV texture s T ,l , and its per sample SVD s E . The RM initializes s T ,l and s E by steps I1 and I2 in Fig. 3 before the DPA starts processing the IV depth s D,l . While processing s D,l , the DPA can input an IV region B and its depth candidates B to the RM and invoke it in two modes, called GET and SET mode.
In GET mode, the RM computes the SVDC D caused bys B in B with respect to its current state (G1-G4). For this, it re-rendersB (G2), and computes the new per sample SVDs E (G3) and the SVDC inB relative to the old SVD s E (G4). In doing so, the RM state remains unchanged, so that memory bandwidth is reduced. This way, the DPA can check the SVDC of multiple candidatess B for B (e.g., Fig. 3 ) before choosing one (e.g.,s
When the DPA has chosen a candidate, the final depth for the respective IV region B is known and can be adopted to the RM's state, so that it is regarded when testing candidates for other IV regions. For this, the DPA can invoke the RM's SET mode. In this mode, the RM adoptss B in B by performing steps S1-S4, i.e., it re-rendersB (S2), computess E inB (S3), and stores changed signals as new state (S4).
This way, the RM's state is always aligned with decision taken by the DPA, so that SVDC calculation is always based on all adopted candidates and can be performed efficiently by partial re-rendering ofB .
III. BASIC RENDERING ALGORITHM
DPAs conventionally evaluate multiple candidates for a particular IV depth region. In this use case, SVDC calculation can easily exceed computational resources when re-rendering with a sophisticated high complexity approach. Consequently, a low-complexity algorithm that is extendable for partial rerendering is needed. For this, we modify and combine several basic methods (as described in Section I) to a new rendering algorithm that can be implemented in an optimized way. Single steps of the resulting process are shown in Fig. 4 and discussed in this section. For simplification, we assume that the RM renders a whole SV texture s T by iterating once over all IV sample positions. The extension for partial re-rendering and SVDC calculation is then discussed in Section IV.
A. Intervalwise Processing and Warping Step
For rendering the RM iterates over the IV from right to left (to enable occlusion detection described later), as shown in Fig. 5 , it starts with the current IV position x s equal to the row width w. After the RM has initialized rendering of the current row (P1 in Fig. 5 ) and after further iterations, it stores x s as the last processed IV position x e before decrementing x s for the next iteration (P2). This way, an IV interval [x s , x e ] (e.g., b in Fig. 4 ) is provided in each iteration.
To render the SV samples related to [x s , x e ], the RM derives two SV positions (P3). The first, x s , is the SV position related to the current IV position x s and thus derived using x s = f(x s ) with (1) using quarter sample precision. The second, x e , is the SV position related to the last IV position x e and is, as such, Starting with render mode selection (P4), the RM then applies steps described in Sections III-B-III-D consecutively for the SV interval of the current iteration before continuing with the next iteration. This way, the RM renders all SV samples related to an IV interval in one iteration, so that it can start and stop easily at arbitrary IV positions, as later required for partial re-rendering.
B. Render Mode Selection Step
When rendering a right SV from a left IV, IV samples are shifted leftward with (1). As FG objects are shifted further leftward than the background, they occlude it on their left side and holes (disocclusions) occur on their right-hand side. Moreover, no IV sample usually remains on the right SV margin. To adapt to such scenarios, the RM distinguishes the following SV interval types, which are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
A left edge interval (e.g., e in Fig. 4 ) occurs on the left of an FG object. x e is the leftmost FG object position and is not occluded. Other positions are occluded by the FG object. An occluded interval ( f ) can occur on the left of an FG object after a left edge interval. x s and x e are both occluded by the FG object. A right edge interval (b ) occurs on the right-hand side of an FG object. x s is the rightmost FG object position and is not occluded. x e belongs to the background. SV positions between x s and x e are disoccluded. The right-hand side may be occluded by another FG object on the right-hand side of x e in the IV. In a continuous interval (a , c , d , and g ), all positions in [x s , x e ] belong to the same object. x s is not occluded. The right-hand side may additionally be occluded (g ) by another FG object on the right-hand side of x e . When all IV samples are shifted leftward, a gap occurs on the right-hand side in the SV in a margin interval (m ). x s is given by shifting the rightmost IV position, and thus by f(w). x e is the rightmost SV position w.
As margin intervals can only occur at the right SV margin, they are directly rendered as described in Section III-C5 when the RM initializes a row (P1). In subsequent iterations, the question is how the RM can differentiate between the other SV interval types to select the corresponding render mode. This is done by occlusion detection and hole detection as follows.
The first objective of occlusion detection is to find left edge and occluded intervals. Both differ from other types in that the current SV position x s is occluded. To detect this, the RM utilizes an auxiliary variable x O , which is called minimal occluding position. While processing the IV from right to left, x O corresponds to the leftmost fractional SV position that has already been rendered [19] , [27] in previous iterations. When x s is greater than or equal to x O , it is occluded (see [27] or the Appendix) and the current SV interval is a left edge or occluded interval. To distinguish between both is the second objective. They differ in that the last SV position x e is also occluded for occluded intervals. To detect this, we extended the method from [27] by another auxiliary variable b O , which is called occlusion flag and indicates whether x s of the SV interval rendered in the previous iteration (and thus x e in the current) is occluded.
More specifically, the RM addresses both objectives by evaluating Rendering or update of auxiliary variables is not required.
The RM sets x O equal to x s , as samples shifted further right are occluded (O5); sets b O equal to false to indicate that x s is not occluded (O6); and chooses the render mode for nonoccluded SV interval parts by hole detection. Hole detection is based on the depth difference at the SV interval boundaries x s and x e . This difference is large in right edge intervals as x s and x e belong to the FG and the background, respectively; in continuous intervals, they belong to the same object and the depth difference is small. For simplification, hole detection distinguishes between both cases based on the SV interval length x e − x s (H1), which is proportional to the depth difference. If x e −x s is greater than 2, the RM assumes a right edge (Section III-C4) and otherwise a continuous interval (Section III-C2). . Render modes for an SV interval. Ren(ẋ ,x, h) maps a sample from the upsampled IV texture to the current SV positionẋ (R7). The IV depth is mapped similarly, but for simplification only with integer precision (R8).
In conclusion, the RM selects a render mode for an SV interval based on its boundaries and auxiliary variables only. This way, information from state variables related to other intervals is not necessary and no complex z-buffering method is required to detect occlusions.
C. SV Interval Rendering Step
The render mode selection step has identified the SV interval type. The RM can now adapt to this type to derive the SV texture samples at SV interval positions that are not occluded. How this is done by interval type specific render modes is shown in Fig. 6 and described in the following.
1) Occluded SV Interval Parts: As discussed before, the right-hand side of continuous and right edge intervals can be occluded. In this case, the occluding SV positions have already been rendered in previous iterations as the RM processes the IV from right to left (see the Appendix). They should not be overwritten when rendering the current SV interval. For this, the RM uses an auxiliary variableẋ O , which tracks the leftmost integer SV positionẋ rendered in iterations before (R1 in Fig. 6 ) and thus corresponds to x O but in integer precisions. The RM must only render integer SV positionṡ x of the current SV interval that are on the left ofẋ O [27] .
2) Continuous Intervals: In this mode, the SV interval [x s , x e ] boundaries belong to the same object. The RM must derive the nonoccluded samples in [x s , x e ], which are at integer positionsẋ in the interval
To interpolate them, a renderer could, in general, employ information of both sides of [x s , x e ], since they belong to the same object. However, the RM cannot do this, as it operates intervalwise and does not know SV samples that are warped to the left of x s yet. To resolve this, the RM interpolates the IV and maps positions in the SV interval to the interpolated samples in the IV. More specifically, on initialization, the RM quadruples the horizontal sampling rate of the IV texture s T ,l to derive an upsampled textureŝ T ,l . Then, while rendering, the RM derives the value of a sample in [ẋ s ,ẋ e ] by mapping its SV positionẋ to a positionx in the corresponding IV interval inŝ T ,l and setting s T ,l (ẋ ) toŝ T ,l (x) (R2 and R7). The RM maps positions with (5), so that the relative position ofx in the interval inŝ T ,l is equal to the relative position ofẋ in the SV intervalx
In conclusion, the interpolation mode has the advantage that computational complex interpolation is only required once for initialization of the RM and not during re-rendering.
3) Left Edge Interval: In this mode, the left SV interval boundary x e is the leftmost position of an FG object, which is, in contrast to the remaining SV interval positions, not occluded. Consequently, the RM must render the related SV integer positionẋ F L = round(x e ) correctly. The leftmost integer position already rendered isẋ O . Therefore, ifẋ F L is equal toẋ O , then the RM has already rendered the SV sample atẋ F L in the last iteration. However, whenẋ F L is not equal tȯ
. This way, the fractional left FG edge position is correctly mapped to the integer SV sampling grid [21] , which has an effect similar to boundary aware splatting [20] .
4) Right Edge Interval:
In this mode, x s is the rightmost SV position of an FG object, whereas x e belongs to a background object. To derive SV samples within the integer SV boundaries given by (4), the RM must fill the disocclusion and render the right FG edge correctly. The rightmost integer FG object position is given byẋ F R = round(x s ). Therefore, the disocclusion is in the SV interval [ẋ F R + 1,ẋ e ]. To fill it, the RM extrapolates SV samples from the background sample s T ,l (x e ) at the right (R4). Then, the RM examines whether the left integer SV interval boundaryẋ s is equal to the rightmost integer FG object positionẋ F R (R5). If this is true,ẋ F R belongs to the current SV interval and the RM sets the SV sample atẋ F R to s T ,l (x s ). Otherwise,ẋ F R belongs to the next SV interval and will be rendered later. This way, the RM provides an estimate for the hole and maps the right FG edge positions correctly to the integer positions.
5) Margin Interval:
To fill the gap that occurs to the righthand side of x s = f(w), the RM sets the SV sample values in the margin interval [ẋ s , w] equal to value of rightmost IV sample at w (R6), so that a rough estimate for the gap is provided.
6) Signals for View Combination:
In right edge and margin intervals, some SV texture samples are extrapolated from their neighbors and thus unreliable. To identify them later, the RM derives two signals while rendering an SV interval (R8). The disocclusion flags s H,l indicate whether an SV texture sample is extrapolated by hole or margin filling; and the SV depth s D,l represents the depth of SV texture samples. Both signals are used to replace unreliable SV samples in view combination (R9).
D. View Combination Step
To replace unreliable samples in SV texture s T ,l , it is common practice to combine s T ,l rendered from a left IV, with a second SV texture s T ,r . s T ,r is rendered from a right IV, so that it contains information not available in s T ,l . The RM does this similar to [20] based on the SV depths s D,l (ẋ ) and s D,r (ẋ ), and the disocclusion flags s H,l (ẋ ) and s H,r (ẋ ) . In contrast to [20] , the RM derives s T (ẋ ) instantly after the corresponding sample s T ,l (ẋ ) has been derived as follows. In case 3b), the sample of the SV texture rendered from the closer IV view is more reliable. The RM thus derives the weighted average of both samples as follows [20] :
with x V , x V ,l , and x V ,r denoting the horizontal camera positions of the SV, the left IV, and the right IV, respectively.
IV. PARTIAL RE-RENDERING AND SVDC CALCULATION
So far, we discussed rendering of the complete SV by processing the complete IV depth map s D,l . However, rerendering only the SV regionB that changes when the IV region B in s D,l changes tos B is the basic idea of the RM. We thus present RM modifications in this section, which enable such partial re-rendering. In particular, they enable rerendering from a random access position in the IV depth map (Section IV-A) and stopping at a position ensuring thatB has been updated entirely (Section IV-C). To get an insight how these positions can be derived, we provide an analysis ofB in Section IV-B. Finally, we discuss how the RM can exploit partial re-rendering for SVDC calculation (Section IV-D).
A. Recovery of Auxiliary Variables for Random Access
As presented in Section III-B, the RM employs three auxiliary variables: x O andẋ O track the leftmost fractional and integer SV positions that have already been processed; b O indicates whether the left boundary of the last and thus the right boundary of the current SV interval is occluded. These variables are initialized when the RM starts at the right picture boundary w and then continuously updated while iterating. However, when the RM starts re-rendering at a position not equal to w, they are unknown.
To resolve this and recover them, we modified the RM, as shown in Fig 7. One of the modifications derives an occlusion signal s O,l This way, the RM can recover all three auxiliary variables at random access by only storing x O while rendering. Consequently, required memory bandwidth is reduced.
B. Determination of the Exact Changed SV RegionB
In Section IV-A, we explained how the RM can start re-rendering at a random access position. The exact start and stop position for re-rendering the whole SV regioñ B = [x C,s , x C,e ] to be changed when the IV region B = [x B,s , x B,e ] changes to the depth candidates B (and thus the IV depth from s D,l tos D,l ) is determined in this section. In the analysis, we first neglect rounding to the SV integer grid.
The change of the IV depth has two effects on the SV. First, SV samples are removed from their old positions, and second, they are moved to new positions. To identify these positions, we introduce two other regions in Fig. 8 . The first is the old SV region B S , which includes the old sample positions. Its boundaries x S,s and x S,e are, therefore, given by the left-and the rightmost positions that are obtained by shifting samples of B with the unchanged IV depth s D,l as follows:
The second, the new SV region B S , includes the new sample positions. It is derived similar to B S , but by shifting samples Fig. 8 . SV and IV regions related to the IV depth change in B:B changes in the SV.B M is a superset ofB . B S andB S include the samples shifted from B before and after the depth change, respectively. B needs to be processed to re-render directly affected SV intervals. B P is processed to re-renderB .
of B with the changed IV depths D,l , which is denoted byf:
Obviously, B S ∪B S is a subset of SV positions that may change. However, rendering of an SV interval depends on both of its boundaries, i.e., when the depth at 
x M,e = max x S,e ,x S,e , f(x B,e + 1) .
In summary,B M is the region in that SV samples may depend on the IV depth change in B. However, IV samples outside B can also be warped toB M , as we found in Section II, and their SV intervals may overlap with and also affect samples inB M . In order to re-renderB M , it must thus be answered: 1) which IV positions need to be processed to rerender SV intervals directly related to the depth change in B and 2) which IV positions need to be processed additionally to regard overlaps of their SV intervals withB M . The answer to 1) is that processing IV positions in B = [x B,s − 1, x B,e ] is sufficient, as an SV interval is rendered when its left IV boundary is processed. To answer 2) and so to find where to start and stop in the IV, we analyze overlaps in the following. In case 1a), SV intervals of B [e.g., (Fig. 8) x B,e + 2] occlude SV intervals of B on the left of f(x B,e + 1). The occluding SV intervals of B are, however, not altered when processing B , as the minimal occluding position x O , which is recovered at random access at x B,e excludes them from being re-rendered. Case 1b) occurs when x S,e orx S,e [e.g., (Fig. 8) x B,e ] is greater than f(x B,e + 1). Then, parts of the old or new SV region, and thus SV intervals of B , are occluded by SV intervals of B . However, as in case 1a), the SV intervals of B are preserved by using x O .
In conclusion, as in both cases processing B does not alter occluding SV intervals of B , re-rendering can start at x B,e .
2) Stop Position: After starting at x B,e , the RM processes remaining IV positions in B . The question is whether it needs to continue with IV positions in B = [1, x B,s −2]. This could be true when processing B alters SV position that are also related to B , which can be in case that the following holds. 2a) IV samples in B are shifted to the left to f(x B,e − 1). Case 2a) occurs when the old or the new SV region boundary x S,s orx S,s is less than f(x B,s − 1). Then, parts of the old or new SV region, and thus SV intervals of B , occlude SV intervals of B . To analyze this, we distinguish two subcases.
In the first subcase, x S,s is on the left ofx S,s [e.g., (Fig. 8) To re-render them, the RM needs to continue until it has processed a position x P with f(x P ) < x S,s .
In the second subcase, x S,s is on the right-hand side of x S,s (e.g., imagine Fig. 8 O,l changes and needs to be updated. Therefore, the RM needs to continue, until a position x P that is not occluded byB S has been processed, which is given at the position x P with f(x P ) <x S,s .
In summary, the subcases show that, after processing x B,e − 1, the RM needs to continue until a position x P with f(x P ) < min(x S,s ,x S,s ) has been processed. Having reached x P (which can also be equal to x B,e − 1), a further overlap occurs when the following is true. 2b) IV positions in [1, x P − 1] are shifted to the right-hand side of f(x P ) [e.g., (Fig. 8 ), x P − 1]. However, since related SV intervals have been and are occluded, processing of positions in [1, x P − 1] is not required and the RM can stop processing.
3) Conclusion: Discussed cases show that the RM needs to process B first. Then, it must continue in B until position x P with f(x P ) < min(x S,s ,x S,s ) has been processed. 2 Therefore, the IV region to be processed for re-renderingB is
When processing B P , the whole changed SV regionB is re-rendered. Cases 1a) and 1b) show thatB is a subset of B M as its right-hand side can be occluded. More specifically, with the minimal occluding position s O (x B,e ) (as derived in Section IV-A),B is equal to [x M,s , s O (x B,e ) ].
C. re-rendering the Changed RegionB
In Section VII, we found B P as the IV region that needs to be processed to re-render the changed regionB . How to start at x B,e was discussed in Section IV-A. The question is now, how the RM can find x P to stop re-rendering there. To answer this, Fig. 7 shows further modifications.
As shown on the left, re-rendering starts with processing B. One of the modifications there is the derivation of the minimal changed position x C . For initialization, x C is set equal to w (C1). In subsequent iterations, x C is updated (C2) to
With (1), (7), and (8), it can easily be shown that the iterative derivation using (12) results in x C equal to min(x S,s ,x S,s ), after the RM has processed B (C3). Then, the RM continues with processing positions on the left of B , as shown on the right-hand side in Fig. 7 . In the first iteration, the RM processes x B,s − 1. Subsequently, the RM evaluates the condition x s < x C (C4). If this is true, x s is equal to x P and the RM stops processing. Otherwise, it continues iterating.
This way, the RM can derive x C , which is required to find x P and stop directly while re-rendering. Consequently, a prior analysis of B to find x P is not necessary.
D. SVD and SVDC Calculation Step
This section discusses how the RM can use partial rerendering for its major purpose-the quantification of the SVDC that is related to a depth candidate. As we discussed in Section II, this quantification is enabled by two modes, the SET and the GET mode. In both, a depth candidates B for an IV region B is provided to the RM, either to adopt it (S4) or to calculate the related SVDC (G4).
To this end, the RM re-renders the changed SV regionB (S2, G2) related to the depth candidate by iteratively processing the IV region B P . In each iteration, the RM renders zero (e.g., f in Fig. 4 ) or more changed SV texture sampless T (ẋ ). Directly after a sample has been rendered [i.e., after (R9)], the RM computes its SVDs
In the SET mode, the RM storess E (ẋ ) as s E (ẋ ) (S4). In GET mode, the stored SVD is used to derive the SVDC according to G4, by incrementing D, which is set to zero when rerendering starts (C1), by
This way, when the RM reaches position x P and stops rerendering,B has been entirely re-rendered, so that D is the SVDC related to the depth candidates B .
V. EVALUATION
A. Complexity Analysis
As we target a low-complexity RM design, we analyze how the RM's complexity is related to different functionalities and depends on the input depth data. What we neglect is the complexity of the RM initialization, i.e., steps I1 and I2, as it is insignificant when the RM performs a huge number of SET and GET operations. Evaluation results are discussed in Section VI, in light of different application scenarios.
1) Complexity of Different RM Setups and Modes:
The RM design enables rendering with a subset of functionalities (in the following called setup). This can avoid overfitting or reduce complexity. Moreover, rendering can be applied in GET and SET mode. Which complexity is added by which functionality and how modes differ in complexity is thus of interest and evaluated in this section. a) Methodology: When re-rendering small IV regions B, the overhead for the recovery process (Section IV-A) can become significant. Furthermore, whens B is a large depth change, an overhead for processing positions on the left of B (Section IV-C) occurs. Both effects are evaluated in Section V-A2. To avoid them here, GET and SET operations are performed with B corresponding to the full size initial IV depth. This way, operations related to the depth candidate's characteristics are insignificant in the evaluation.
For evaluation, we employed two different methods. First, we counted the number of operations and memory accesses that are conceptually needed per IV depth sample in a simulation. This provides a platform independent measure. Second, we measured the number of IV depth samples that can be processed per second on a PC system. For both, the IVs were at stereo distance to the SV and we averaged over eight sequences provided by JCT-3V [25] (listed in Table III and in the following called JCT-3V sequences). Results for different setups and modes are provided in Table II and show which kind and number of operations and memory accesses are performed. Their total number is denoted as N T . Sample rates are denoted with R S . We show only averages, as results depend only slightly on the sequence content. In all sequences, the majority of intervals are continuous intervals, which thus determine the complexity. Large deviations might only occur for uncommon sequences with large occlusions. b) RM setups: Evaluated setups are shown in the top row of Table II . The base setup supports extrapolation of an IV luma component with integer sample precision. On top, this distortion computation, quarter sample precision, and view combination are added in the extended setup. In addition, two chroma components with the same resolution as the luma component are rendered in the full setup. For reference, we used a calculation of the SSD. Table II shows that compared with SSD, N T (averaged over both modes) for the base, extended, and full setup is increased by the factors of 2.5, 5.5, and 8, respectively. These results are supported by the sample rate measurement. Compared with SSD, R S (averaged over both modes) of the three setups is divided by 2.6, 5.7, and 8.6, respectively. Considering that full rendering is performed, these factors are relative low. Table II shows that the GET mode does not write to the memory. In contrast, the SET mode does to adopt the depth change and thus to update the RM's state. More specifically, it stores the changed state variables that are marked with ( * ) in Table I . When the GET mode renders a current interval, these variables change as well. However, their change is irrelevant for rendering further intervals, as this depends only on the old RM state, the auxiliary variables, and the RM input. Therefore, the GET mode does not store them and the RM state is preserved.
c) RM modes:
This way, the RM can test further candidates without reverting its state. Moreover, memory bandwidth is approximately halved, which can also be seen from measured sample rates: R S increases drastically in the base setup when performing a GET instead of the SET operation. Since the major difference between both modes is the number of writing memory accesses, the memory bandwidth seems to be the determining factor on the used platform.
2) Dependency from the Depth Candidate: So far, we analyzed re-rendering of a whole SV with an unchanged IV depth. However, re-rendering is usually performed for a small region B with changed depths B . So it is of interest how such characteristics increase the complexity. To answer this, we analyze how the average number of operations and memory accesses per IV depth sample increases: 1) for the recovery process (N R ); 2) for processing B (N B ); 3) for processing positions on the left of B (N L ); and 4) in total (N T = N B + N L + N R ). For evaluation, we used the base setup with quarter sample precision enabled. We used the same view setup and averaged over sequences as before. a) Dependency from IV region width: To evaluate how complexity depends on the width w B = (x B,e − x B,s + 1) of B, we first partitioned an IV depth in regions B of size w B . Then, we performed a GET operation for each region B with a depth candidates B corresponding to the depth values in B plus an offset leading to a disparity change of 1.
Results in Fig. 9 show that when B corresponds to one IV sample only (w B = 1), the additional complexity (N R + N L ) introduced by the recovery process and by processing samples left of B is even larger than the complexity (N B ) required for processing B. However, N L and N R and thus N T decrease fast with w B . In conclusion, for wider IV regions (w B ≥ 8), the additional complexity is insignificant.
b) Dependency from depth change: A second aspect impacting the complexity is the magnitude of the depth change. For evaluation, we used the same approach as in Section V.A.2.a, with the differences that w B has been fixed to a value of 4 and the depth value offset and thus disparity was varied.
For negative disparity changes, N T decreases, as shown in Fig. 9 . Reason is that the new SV regionB S (as shown in Fig. 8 ) moves to the right in s T , consequently samples at the right-hand side ofB S become occluded. As occluded samples can be skipped while rendering, N B decreases. Furthermore, as a disocclusion appears on the left ofB S , hole filling increases N L . WhenB S is entirely occluded, the hole has its maximal size and N B and N L remain constant.
For positive disparity changes N B and N L and thus N T increase almost linearly. This is becauseB S is shifted left in s T and occludes left neighboring samples. As the additionally occluded positions need to be processed to update the occlusion signal s O,l , N L increases. Furthermore, the hole on the right-hand side ofB S gets larger and additional operations are required for hole filling, which increases N B .
In summary, the complexity increases significantly when testing large positive disparity changes.
3) Memory Requirements: The RM stores state variables marked with (*) in Table I as its state. However, since the RM operates rowwise, it accesses only rows that belong to a currently processed IV block. For a horizontal processing order and small block sizes, it can thus easily be derived from Table I that the RM requires memory for less than a picture.
B. Comparison to Alternative Approaches
This section evaluates whether the optimizations of the RM are effective and how the RM compares with other SVD estimation methods and rendering algorithms.
1) Complexity Reduction Due to Key Features:
The RM uses several features for optimization and re-rendering. The question is if these features are effective. As we are not aware of other partial depth image-based re-rendering algorithms, we compare the RM to a hypothetical unoptimized variant. For comparison, we assume that the variant and the RM have the functionality of the base setup with distortion calculation in the GET mode. In this setup, the RM performs N O = 19 operations and N M = 5 memory accesses per IV sample (Table II) . How N O and N M increase when a particular RM feature is not supported is very roughly estimated in the following.
a) Partial re-rendering: To enable our main contribution-re-rendering-we suggested: 1) the storage of state variables as basis; 2) the recovery process to start at a random access position; 3) the derivation of the changed region to find out where to stop re-rendering; and 4) intervalwise processing to simplify starting and stopping. Without these features, an unoptimized algorithm would re-render a complete row upon a depth change in a small part of it, since the unoptimized algorithm would neither know whether samples at the start position are occluded, nor where to stop rendering. Assuming a row width of w = 1024 and a changed IV region of width w B = 16, the number of processed IV samples and thus N O and N M would increase by a factor of w/w B = 64. b) Intervalwise processing: Per IV depth sample, the RM performs all steps consecutively to derive the related SV samples and the SVD. To enable that, we modified and combined basic rendering techniques (as described in Section I), e.g., instant interpolation, hole filling, view combination, and SVD calculation. A step instantly processes intermediate results of its preceding step, as shown in Fig. 4 by vertical arrows. Crucial for intervalwise processing is the occlusion detection method from [19] : no information of other intervals or z-buffering methods are required to handle occlusions, since the minimal occluding position is tracked while rendering.
Without intervalwise processing, an unoptimized algorithm would process all samples of the change region consecutively in one step, before starting the next step. This way, it would need to store and read additional intermediate results (i.e., sample values before interpolation or hole filling). Moreover, additional operations would be necessary to iterate multiple times over the changed region. Estimating that an unoptimized algorithm performs three additional iterations over the changed region and that each iteration requires one addition and one comparison per sample, N O increases by a factor of 25/19 ≈ 1.3. Assuming that two additional intermediate results are stored and read, N M increases by a factor of 9/5 = 1.8.
c) GET mode: Intervalwise processing enables a further contribution-the GET mode. In GET mode, the RM can calculate the SVDC mode without changing its state and thus does not perform writing accesses. Table II shows that for an unoptimized algorithm with SET mode only, N M would increase by a factor of 8/5 = 1.6.
d) Fast interpolation:
For quarter sample precision, the RM maps SV positions to an upsampled IV texture, similar to backward warping [28] , but embedded by us in the intervalwise processing scheme. In contrast, the VSRS 3.5 1D mode warps a complete IV texture, which has been upsampled to obtain an SV texture. This SV texture is then decimated. Assuming that an unoptimized algorithm operates the same way in the base setup and upsamples by a factor of 4, it requires about 4 · 20 operations and 4 · 3 memory accesses (Table II) when neglecting decimation. The RM requires about 30 operations and three memory accesses (Base + QPel in Table II) e) Conclusion: As features are orthogonal, the derived factors can be multiplied. Inverting them shows that intervalwise processing, the GET mode and fast interpolation reduce N O and N M to about 100/(1.3 · 1 · 2.7) ≈ 29% and 100/(1.8 · 1.6 · 4) ≈ 9%, respectively, and in total N T to about 19% (as N M is about one quarter of N T after reduction). On top of this, the most significant reduction is achieved by our main feature-partial re-rendering-as it avoids rendering of a complete row.
2) Comparison to Estimation Methods:
The SVDC provided by the RM is always exact with respect to its rendering algorithm. However, when the receiver-side renderer in the 3D video system and the RM differ, deviations can occur. Then, it is of interest how the SVDC derived by the RM correlates with the SVD at the receiver-side renderer.
We evaluate this in comparison to two existing methods, which are based on the disparity difference s p (x) =s ,l (x) − s ,l (x) due to the depth distortion. The first has been proposed besides another method by Kim et al. [9] , [10] . It derives the SSD between the texture samples s T ,l in B and the corresponding samples at positions shifted by the disparity difference
The second metric-the View Synthesis Distortion (VSD) [12] , [29]-derives a weighted sum of squared disparity differences s p (x) over x ∈ B with weights being the square of the horizontal gradient at s T ,l 
(x).
We evaluated the performance of a particular sender-side SVD derivation method M (the RM's extended setup, Kim's method, or the VSD) for a receiver-side rendering method R (RM, 1D-Fast [23] , or VSRS 3.5 [20] ) as follows. Similar to [10] , we first partitioned several distorted SV textures rendered with method R in horizontal slices with a height of 16 samples. Then, we evaluated the correlation of: 1) the exact SVDs of the slices with respect to the rendering method R and 2) the estimated SVDs of the slices provided by method M. We used horizontal slices instead of blocks as distorted SV regions might be related to multiple IV blocks as discussed (Section II).
More specifically, we used method R to render: 1) distorted SV textures from coded IV texture and coded IV depth and 2) respective reference SV textures from coded IV texture and original IV depth. In doing so, the SV was at stereo distance between the IVs. Then, we computed the exact SVDs as SSDs between the luma components of the distorted and reference SV texture slices. This way, the exact SVDs are the distortions introduced by depth coding when method R is used, thus the distortions that should be provided by method M. To derive the distortions that are actually provided by method M for an SV slice, we applied M to the associated IV data slices (i.e., the respective parts of the coded IV textures and coded and original IV depth). This means, we used method M on the left IV data, on the right IV data, and averaged over both results.
This way, we processed slices of all pictures of all JCT-3V sequences using 3D-HEVC for coding with four different quantization parameters (QPs) according to JCT-3V's test conditions [25] , but using the SSD of depth for mode selection in coding to avoid a potential bias. Then, we pooled results of each sequence in two vectors-one for method M and one for the rendering approach R. Finally, we computed the correlation coefficient between the vectors, i.e., we divided their covariance by the product of their variances.
Results in Table III (a) show that when sender and receiver use the RM, the distortions match perfectly as targeted. The correlation decreases the more R deviates from the RM: to 96% for 1D-Fast and to 89% for VSRS.
Kim's method and the VSD show a constant correlation of about 82% and 73%, respectively. However, as discussed in Section V-A, the RM's extended setup complexity is increased by a factor of at least 5.5 compared with SSD. Factors for Kim's method and the VSD are only about 1.5-1, respectively, as it can easily be deduced from [9] and [12] . In summary, the RM performs also well when the receiver uses a different rendering algorithm and outperforms the existing estimation methods. However, increased correlation comes at increased computational complexity.
3) Comparison to View Synthesis Methods: The RM's primary objective is SVDC calculation. The calculated SVDC should correlate with the actual SVDC at a receiver-side renderer even when this differs from the RM. For this, the RM only uses basic techniques that are commonly applied. Those techniques should render geometrically correct with sufficient quality when using undistorted depth. The Undodancer pictures in Fig. 10 verify this: the picture rendered with the RM is very similar to the original captured picture. For further evaluation, we rendered SV textures using the JCT-3V sequences and compared them to original textures. Results for rendering from original IV data are given in Table III (b) and show that the RM, 1D-Fast, and VSRS perform similarly.
To evaluate the RM for strongly distorted IVs, we coded the JCT-3V sequences with 3D-HEVC using JCT-3V's test conditions [25] and the lowest rate point defined there, but using depth SSD for mode selection to avoid a bias to the RM. Results in Table III (c), which are averaged over the sequences, indicate still a similar performance. However, we observed that VSRS and 1D-Fast outperform the RM at strongly distorted edges, as shown in Fig. 10 for the Gtfly sequence. Reason for this is a boundary noise removal tool, which is not part of the RM and that can conceal SVDs due to distorted depth.
In summary, the RM renders geometrically correct with sufficient quality as targeted. In case of strongly distorted depth, its rendering quality could be improved by boundary noise removal tools. For this, the JCT-3V uses the RM for encoding while applying the 1D-Fast at the receiver [25] .
The RM design primarily targets low complexity for partial re-rendering. However, for completeness, we measured run times for rendering of whole SV textures using the RM (without functionalities for partial re-rendering and SVDC calculation) and available software implementations [22] , [28] of the other methods on the PC system also used for results in Table II . Results averaged over the JCT-3V sequences show that the RM, 1D-Fast, and VSRS require 0.34, 0.68, and 1.16 s to render a full HD picture with 4 : 2 : 0 chroma sampling. Results indicate that the RM enables also rendering of whole SV textures with low complexity.
VI. APPLICATION SCENARIOS
In Section VII, we analyzed how the RM can be implemented, which complexity is introduced and which SV quality is reached. What these results mean in different DPAs and how they can use the RM is discussed in this section.
A. Encoding
The RM can be used by a depth encoder to select coding modes based on the SVDC [5] . This is done by the 3D-HEVC reference software encoder [22] , which uses the RM's full setup. By default [25] , the SVDC is computed in six SVs using reference textures s Re f rendered from original texture and depth, so that the SVD and thus the SVDC are the distortion introduced by coding only. This ensures a proper quality in the whole viewing range [6] , and saves about 19% of the total bit rate compared with conventional encoding using the SSD of the depth for mode selection.
However, rate savings come at the expense of higher computational complexity related to: 1) the full setup of the RM; 2) the depth candidate's characteristics (which is limited, as the w B is not less than 4 and depth changes are small in predictive coding); 3) additional SET operations; and 4) the six SVs. This increased complexity is addressed by two modifications. First, coding modes are preselected using the VSD [29] before selecting finally based on the SVDC. Second, re-rendering is skipped when a change in the SV is unlikely [30] . With these and other modifications [23] , the encoding time increases in average by 46% compared with using the SSD of the depth in mode selection. When averaging over sequences coded with the lowest and highest QP, the increase is about 40% and 50%, respectively. Main reason is the RM's complexity dependence from the magnitude of the depth change, which decreases with lower QPs. Further results for compression are provided in our prior works with respect to different receiver-side renderers [5] and to different RM setups and SV positions [6] . A comparison to the SVD is given in [29] .
B. Depth Filtering
A depth filter [4] can identify and remove irrelevant information from depth maps by calculating the SVDC using reference textures s Re f rendered with initial depth. Alternatively, it can refine a depth map by calculating the SVDC using a recorded texture as reference s Re f , so that the SVDC would be related to the SVD caused by the initial depth. When filtering adaptively, the depth change is generally small, and therefore, the overhead due to its magnitude is minor. For approaches working on small windows, the overhead for partial re-rendering becomes significant.
C. Depth Estimation
Depth estimation is usually based on matching regions in different IVs [3] . The SVDC of an SV texture extrapolated to the position of a recorded reference texture can be an additional term of matching cost. However, N T increases with the magnitude of depth change and thus in depth estimation with the search region. For this, initial light weight matching would be beneficial, before refinement steps using the SVDC.
D. Interactive Depth Editing Tools
The RM can provide an SV as feedback to a human user of a depth editing tool by applying a SET operation. Typically, users interact with low frequency and changes affect a fraction of the depth map only. Therefore, even for large depth changes, re-rendering with the RM requires minimal computational resources.
VII. CONCLUSION
DPAs can be improved by regarding the SVDC obtained by partial depth image-based re-rendering. For re-rendering, we proposed a fast algorithm-the RM-which operates on a single IV depth sample basis, so that only the related SV interval can be re-rendered. To start re-rendering at a random access position, we extended the RM by a recovery process. Moreover, we analyzed the changed SV region to determine where rendering can be stopped in the IV and modified the RM based on our findings. This way, only the fraction of the SV that is affected by the depth change is re-rendered.
Such partial re-rendering-the RM's main feature-reduces complexity significantly. On top of this, other optimizations (i.e., intervalwise processing, GET mode, and fast interpolation) reduce the number of operation and memory accesses to about 20% compared with an unoptimized re-rendering variant. Compared with SSD calculation, the RM's complexity is increased by a factor of 3-9 (depending on its setup). It increases further for large depth changes or small IV region.
The RM provides an exact measure for the introduced SVD when the receiver also uses the RM's rendering algorithm. For other rendering methods, the RM achieves a high correlation (≥89%), which still outperforms the evaluated SVD estimation methods. However, compared with the estimation methods, the computational complexity increases by a factor of about 5.5.
As receiver-side renderer-its secondary use case-the RM renders geometrically correct with a sufficient quality. For distorted depth, a higher quality can be achieved with method supporting boundary noise removal. A comparison to the available software of other methods shows that rendering time is reduced by factors of about 2 and 4.
For SVDC calculation, the RM has proved its applicability in rate-distortion optimization of the 3D-HEVC reference software encoder and can also improve other DPAs, such as depth editing, filtering, or estimation. It is thus a valuable tool in systems with autostereoscopic displays to improve compression and quality of 3D video.
APPENDIX
We show that an IV sample shifted from the IV position x −n, with n > 0, is occluded in the SV when f(x −n) ≥ f(x) is true. We assume that a left IV is processed to render an SV on its right and that background samples on the left of an FG object in the IV do not appear in a hole at the right-hand side of the FG object in the SV. The same is shown in [27] differently.
Proof:
with (1)
with (3).
This means, the sample at IV position x is located closer to the camera than the sample at IV position x − n. Therefore, the sample from IV position x − n is shifted behind an FG object and thus occluded in the SV. Consequently, when processing the IV from right to left, a rendered SV sample will never be occluded by any SV sample rendered later and can thus be regarded as final [27] .
